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Figure 1: Optical layout of LISA interferometer showing six optical benches joined by three optical
fibers and three free-space laser links.
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Figure shows the six optical benches each housing two photodetectors. The phase of the interference
at these photodetectors is given in equations (1)-(12) where we have taken the phase to be equal
to the local laser phase minus the remote laser phase.

These expressions include laser phase information, 4i,the individual displacements of the optical
benches, Ai, phase shifts introduced by the optical fibers, vi, and the gravitational wave phase shift
gwi. Shot noise is currently not included although it should be transfered in the same manner as
the GW signal. In order to cancel the fiber noise,
it is necessary to only take combinations of
z,i - zyi at the same time. Thus we can combine the zij’s on the same spacecraft to form new
variables z j = zZj - zyj and reduce the total number of data streams from twelve to nine.
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Phase locked transponders

If the lasers are phase locked in a coherent chain then the phase locking will drive various signals
to zero. For the purposes of this discussion we define the phase locking hierarchy to be,
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where the arrow points from slave to master laser. In this configuration laser 1* is the ultimate
master. These phase locking loops are enforced by feeding back to the appropriate laser phase to
null the values of the following five observables.
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The feedback imposes the following relationships between the phases of the slave lasers and the
master laser, l*.

The remaining 4 observables
gravitational wave signal.
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are recorded and processed to extract the
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Gravitational Wave Signals

To extract the gravitational wave information from these signals it is necessary to combine these
four observables in specific linear combinations. In the absence of arm length mismatches (ie
L1 = La = L3) the appropriate combinations for the three Michelson-type signals, XI, X2 and X3
are given below (ignoring zi terms).
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